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 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS 
CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE 2005
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS LABS 
STEVE WHITMAN
LAB # TITLE EQUIPMENT
1 Hooke's Law springs
2 Cons of Energy: IP Sim: stopping d vs V,m,g            IP 
3 Range of a Projectile CPO: marble launchers
4 Newton's Second Law CPO:  cars & ramps
5 Atwood Machine Atwood Pulleys
6 Circular Motion Dynamics Circular Motion Apparatus
7 Conservation of Energy:  Rollercoasters CPO: Rollercoaster 
8A Planetary Motion:  Kepler's  1st & 2nd Laws Computer Lab
8B Planetary Motion:  Kepler's 3rd Law Computer Lab
9 Ballistic Pendulum
PowerAide Bottle Ballistic 
Pendulum
10 Conservation of Momentum: 1D Collisions Air Track
11 SHM Kinematics:  Bunjie Jumper Spring - Mass System
12 Electrostatics:  Coulomb's Law Coulomb's Law Demo
13 Electric Field Mapping
Pasco E Field Map 
Apparatus
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 1 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: HOOKE'S LAW
GOAL(S):
1 TO DISCOVER THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FORCE APPLIED VS STRETCH OF A SPRING.
2 TO DETERMINE THE SPRING CONSTANT (K) FOR A GIVEN SPRING
EQUIPMENT:













1 GIVE EACH OF YOUR SPRINGS A DISTICTIVE, DESCRIPTIVE NAME
2 SUPPORT SPRING ON POLE
3 HANG MASS 1, MEASURE STRETCH
4 REPEAT ABOVE WITH ATLEAST 4 DIFFERENT MASSES
REPEAT PROCEDURE WITH 2 OTHER DIFFERENT SPRINGS
5 REPEAT USING INTERACTIVE PHYSICS SIMULATION
LAB REPORT WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
1 ABSTRACT














K VALUE: 10 6 20
TRIAL MASS (KG) F = W (N) ∆L CHUNKY(m) ∆L PEE WEE(m)L SLIM WHIT( F = W (N)
1 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
2 0.05 0.49 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.49
3 0.1 0.98 0.10 0.16 0.05 0.98
4 0.15 1.47 0.15 0.25 0.07 1.47
5 0.2 1.96 0.20 0.33 0.10 1.96
6 0.25 2.45 0.25 0.41 0.12 2.45
SAMPLE GRAPHS:








0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 
F  VS STRETCH OF CHUNKY 
F = W (N) 
Linear (F = W (N)) 








0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 
F VS STRETCH OF PEE WEE 
F = W (N) 
Linear (F = W (N)) 








0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 
F VS STRETCH OF SLIM WHIT 
F = W (N) 
Linear (F = W (N)) 
(SLOPE = K) 
(SLOPE = K) 
(SLOPE = K) 

INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 2 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: Introduction to Interactive Physics
GOAL(S):
1 TO LEARN TO CREATE MECHANICAL SIMULATIONS AND TAKE MEASUREMENTS




PART A:  STOPPING DISTANCE vs. INITIAL VELOCITY (Vo)
PROCEDURES:
PART A:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS Vo
1 HAVE STUDENTS CREATE A MASS ON A PLATFORM.  KEEP µ AT THE DEFAULT VALUE.
2 HAVE STUDENTS VARY Vo TO 6-8 DIFFERENT VALUES, RUN THE SIMULATION AND MEASURE
D USING THE METRIC RULER AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN.
3 PLOT D vs Vo AND SEE IF THEY CAN DISCOVER THE DIRECT RELATIONSHIP (D vs Vo^2)
PART B:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS MASS (m)
1 USE THE SAME SIMULATION AS IN PART A.  
2 VARY MASS OF CART KEEPING Vo A CONSTANT.  MEASURE STOPPING DISTANCE.
3 REPEAT FOR ATLEAST 5 TRIALS.
PART C:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS MASS (m)
1 USE THE SAME SIMULATION AS IN PREVIOUS PARTS
2 VARY THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD STRENGTH TO THAT OF EACH PLANET IN SOLAR SYSTEM
KEEPING Vo AND MASS CONSTANT.
3 MEASURE STOPPING DISTANCE FOR EACH PLANET
D W =mg 
N 
fk 
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART A:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS Vo







CONSTANTS: µ = 0.3 g = 9.8
SAMPLE DATA: PART A:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS Vo
TRIAL Vo (m/s) Vo (mph) Vo^2(m^2/s^2) D (m) µ g
1 0 0 0 0.000 0.3 9.8
2 2 4.5 4 0.680 0.3 9.8
3 4 9 16 2.721 0.3 9.8
4 6 13.5 36 6.122 0.3 9.8
5 8 18 64 10.884 0.3 9.8
6 10 22.5 100 17.007 0.3 9.8
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART B:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS MASS







SAMPLE GRAPHS: PART B:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS INITIAL VELOCITY
KE = Ef
1/2 mV^2 = fD































INITIAL VELOCITY (m/s) 
STOPPING DISTANCE VS Vo 
D (m) 
Poly. (D (m)) 











0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
STOPPING DISTANCE VS VELOCITY^2 
D (m) 
Linear (D (m)) 
SLOPE = 1/(2µg) 
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART C:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS GRAVITY (g)
TRIAL PLANET g (N/kg) 1/g (kg/N) D (m)
1 MERCURY 3.8 CONSTANTS
2 VENUS 8.6 Vo (m/s) 5
3 EARTH 9.8 MASS (kg) 2







SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART C:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS GRAVITY (g)
TRIAL PLANET g (N/kg) 1/g (kg/N) D (m)
1 MERCURY 3.8 0.26 16.45 CONSTANTS
2 VENUS 8.6 0.12 7.27 Vo (m/s) 5
3 EARTH 9.8 0.10 6.38 MASS (kg) 2
4 MARS 3.7 0.27 16.89 µ 0.2
5 JUPITER 23 0.04 2.72
6 SATURN 9.1 0.11 6.87
7 URANUS 7.8 0.13 8.01
8 NEPTUNE 11 0.09 5.68
9 PLUTO 0.5 2.00 125.00
10 MOON 1.7 0.59 36.76
LAB REPORT WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS: CONSTANTS
1 PRINT OUT OF EACH SIMULATION Vo (m/s) 5
2 DATA TABLES MASS (kg) 2
3 GRAPHS WITH SLOPE ANALYSIS µ 0.2
4 DISCUSS YOUR INITIAL IMPRESSION OF INTERACTIVE PHYSICS






















STOP DISTANCE VS GRAVITY 
D (m) 
Power (D (m)) 





















INVERSE OF GRAVITY (kg/N) 
STOP DISTANCE VS INVERSE GRAVITY 
D (m) 
Linear (D (m)) 
SAMPLE I.P. SIMULATION:  LAB 3
CONSTANTS v = g =
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART D:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS µ











CONSTANTS v = 5 g = 9.8
SAMPLE DATA: PART D:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS µ
TRIAL µ 1/µ D (m) v g
1 0.1 10.00 12.76 5 9.8
2 0.2 5.00 6.38 5 9.8
3 0.3 3.33 4.25 5 9.8
4 0.4 2.50 3.19 5 9.8
5 0.5 2.00 2.55 5 9.8
6 0.6 1.67 2.13 5 9.8
7 0.7 1.43 1.82 5 9.8
8 0.8 1.25 1.59 5 9.8
9 0.9 1.11 1.42 5 9.8
10 1 1.00 1.28 5 9.8
SAMPLE GRAPHS: PART D:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION (µ)





















MU (NO UNITS) 
STOP DISTANCE VS MU 
D (m) 
Power (D (m)) 





















INVERSE OF MU (no units) 
STOP DISTANCE VS MU 
D (m) 






• 1  TO VERIFY EARLIER RESULTS: 
CHECK LINEAR GRAPHS FOR 
EXPECTED SLOPES 
– D VS INITIAL SPEED (Vo)
– D VS MASS (m)
– D VS GRAVITY (g) 
• 2  TO TEST OUT: 
– D VS µ
BHS Physics
LAB #3: SLIDING MASS
WORK DONE BY FRICTION =  KE LOST
d
f d = ½ mV2
WHAT DETERMINES STOPPING DISTANCE?
f = µmg
µmgd = ½ mV2
d
2µg
=   V2 d α V2 d α 1/g 
d independent of MASS
d α 1/µ
BHS Physics
GRAPH #6: D vs µ














GRAPH #7: D vs 1/µ
















– d vs µ
• GRAPHS
– d vs V2
– d vs 1/g
– d vs µ
– d vs 1/µ
















y = m x + b
Trendline:Linear
Relationship: d α V2
d =   1 V2
2µg(      ) + 0
d
2µg
=   V2










y = m x + b
Trendline:Linear
Relationship: d α 1/g
d =   V2 1/g
2µ(      ) + 0
d
2µg
=   V2










y = m x + b
Trendline:Linear
Relationship: d α 1/µ
d =   V2 1/µ
2g(      ) + 0
d
2µg
=   V2
SUMMARY OF RESULTS CONSTANTS
GRAPH THEORY SLOPE SLOPE EXPECT  SLOPE ACTUAL % DEV V g µ
D vs V2 1/2gµ ----
D vs 1/g V2/2µ ----
D vs 1/µ V2/2g ----
CONSTANTS
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 5 9.8 0.2
GRAPH THEORY SLOPE SLOPE EXPECT  SLOPE ACTUAL % DEV V g µ
D vs V2 1/2gµ 0.255 0.255 0.00% 5 9.8 0.2
D vs 1/g V
2/2µ 62.500 62.500 0.00% 5 9.8 0.2
D vs 1/µ V2/2g 1.276 1.276 0.00% 5 9.8 0.2
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 3 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: Projectile Motion
GOAL(S):
1 TO TEST THE RANGE FORMULA
2 TO TEST THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RANGE OF A PROJECTILE AND Vo, Θ, & g
EQUIPMENT:
1 CPO MARBLE LAUNCHERS WITH PHOTOGATE TIMERS
2 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS PROJECTILE SIMULATIONS
BACKGROUND/SKETCH:
     
        









PART A:  STOPPING DISTANCE VS Vo
1 MOUNT THE PHOTOGATE TIMER AT MUZZLE OF LAUNCHER. MEASURE DIAMETER OF MARBL
2 HAVE STUDENTS RECORD PHOTOGATE TIME FOR EACH LAUNCH NOTCH AND CALCULATE Vo
3 HAVE STUDENTS LAUNCH MARBLE AT EACH NOTCH.  MEASURE RANGE FOR EACH TRIAL.
4 PLOT Vo vs R AND SEE IF THEY CAN DISCOVER THE DIRECT RELATIONSHIP (R vs Vo^2)
PART B:  RANGE VS LAUNCH ANGLE
1 SELECT A LAUNCH NOTCH TO HOLD Vo CONSTANT
2 VARY LAUNCH ANGLE KEEPING Vo A CONSTANT.  MEASURE RANGE.
3 REPEAT FOR ATLEAST 10 TRIALS.
PART C:  RANGE VS g 
1 CREATE AN IP SIMULATION OF A MARBLE LAUNCHER
2 VARY THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD STRENGTH TO THAT OF EACH PLANET IN SOLAR SYSTEM
KEEPING Vo AND ANGLE CONSTANT.  USE A LAUNCH SPEED SIMILAR TO REAL LAUNCHER.
3 MEASURE RANGE OF PROJECTILE  FOR EACH PLANET
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: STEP ONE: DETERMINING "ACCEPTED" MUZZLE VELOCITIES
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: STEP ONE: 






SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART A:  RANGE vs Vo






SAMPLE DATA: PART B:  RANGE VS Vo CONSTANTS
NOTCH t photo (s) Vo (m/s) Vo^2(m^2/s^2) R (m) dia (m) ANGLE SIN 2Θ
1 0.0095 2 4 0.408 0.019 45 1.0000
2 0.0054 3.5 12.25 1.250 0.019 45 1.0000
3 0.0042 4.5 20.25 2.066 0.019 45 1.0000
4 0.0031 6.2 38.44 3.922 0.019 45 1.0000
5 0.0026 7.3 53.29 5.438 0.019 45 1.0000
SAMPLE GRAPHS: PART A:  RANGE VS INITIAL VELOCITY
           E.
           o








0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
RANGE VS VELOCITY^2 
R (m) 
R (m) 
Linear (R (m)) 
Linear (R (m)) 
SLOPE = SIN 2Θ/g) 
Θ = 45 








0 2 4 6 8 
RANGE VS Vo 
R (m) 
Poly. (R (m)) 
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART C:  RANGE VS LAUNCH ANGLE












SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART C:  RANGE VS LAUNCH ANGLE CONSTANTS
TRIAL Θ 2Θ SIN 2Θ R (m) Vo = (m?s) g = 9.8
1 0 0 0.00 0.00 5
2 10 20 0.34 0.87 5
3 20 40 0.64 1.64 5
4 30 60 0.87 2.21 5
5 40 80 0.98 2.51 5
6 45 90 1.00 2.55 5
7 50 100 0.98 2.51 5
8 60 120 0.87 2.21 5
9 70 140 0.64 1.64 5
10 80 160 0.34 0.87 5
11 90 180 0.00 0.00 5









0 20 40 60 80 100 
RANGE VS LAUNCH ANGLE 
R (m) 
Poly. (R (m)) 








0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 
RANGE vs SIN 2 THETA 
R (m) 
Linear (R (m)) 
SAMPLE I.P. SIMULATION:  LAB 5
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART C:  RANGE  VS GRAVITY (g)
TRIAL PLANET g (N/kg) 1/g (kg/N) R (m)
1 MERCURY 3.8 CONSTANTS
2 VENUS 8.6 Vo (m/s)
3 EARTH 9.8 ANGLE







SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART C:  RANGE VS GRAVITY (g) CONSTANTS
TRIAL PLANET g (N/kg) 1/g (kg/N) R (m) Vo (m/s) ANGLE SIN 2Θ
1 MERCURY 3.8 0.26 12.89 7 45 1.0000
2 VENUS 8.6 0.12 5.70 7 45 1.0000
3 EARTH 9.8 0.10 5.00 7 45 1.0000
4 MARS 3.7 0.27 13.24 7 45 1.0000
5 JUPITER 23 0.04 2.13 7 45 1.0000
6 SATURN 9.1 0.11 5.38 7 45 1.0000
7 URANUS 7.8 0.13 6.28 7 45 1.0000
8 NEPTUNE 11 0.09 4.45 7 45 1.0000
9 PLUTO 0.5 2.00 98.00 7 45 1.0000
10 MOON 1.7 0.59 28.82 7 45 1.0000
LAB REPORT WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
1 PRINT OUT OF EACH SIMULATION
2 DATA TABLES
3 GRAPHS WITH SLOPE ANALYSIS
4 DISCUSS YOUR INITIAL IMPRESSION OF INTERACTIVE PHYSICS








0 5 10 15 20 25 
RANGE vs GRAVITY 
R (m) 
Power (R (m)) 








0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 
RANGE vs INVERSE OF GRAVITY 
R (m) 
Linear (R (m)) 
RANGE DATA TABLE: CONSTANTS
V (m/s) = 7 g = 9.8
Θ V (m/s) COS Θ SIN Θ Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) SIN 2Θ Vo^2 g (m/s^2) R (m)
10 7 0.985 0.174 6.894 1.216 0.342 49 9.8 1.71
15 7 0.966 0.259 6.761 1.812 0.500 49 9.8 2.50
20 7 0.940 0.342 6.578 2.394 0.643 49 9.8 3.21
25 7 0.906 0.423 6.344 2.958 0.766 49 9.8 3.83
30 7 0.866 0.500 6.062 3.500 0.866 49 9.8 4.33
35 7 0.819 0.574 5.734 4.015 0.940 49 9.8 4.70
40 7 0.766 0.643 5.362 4.500 0.985 49 9.8 4.92
45 7 0.707 0.707 4.950 4.950 1.000 49 9.8 5.00
50 7 0.643 0.766 4.500 5.362 0.985 49 9.8 4.92
55 7 0.574 0.819 4.015 5.734 0.940 49 9.8 4.70
60 7 0.500 0.866 3.500 6.062 0.866 49 9.8 4.33
65 7 0.423 0.906 2.958 6.344 0.766 49 9.8 3.83
70 7 0.342 0.940 2.394 6.578 0.643 49 9.8 3.21
75 7 0.259 0.966 1.812 6.761 0.500 49 9.8 2.50
80 7 0.174 0.985 1.216 6.894 0.342 49 9.8 1.71
85 7 0.087 0.996 0.610 6.973 0.174 49 9.8 0.87

INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 4 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: Newton's Second Law
GOAL(S):
EQUIPMENT:
1 CPO CARS AND RAMPS
2 VARIOUS HOOKED MASSES
3 STOPWATCHES
4 IP SIMULATION:  NEWT'S 2ND LAW
BACKGROUND/SKETCH:
PROCEDURES:
•1  TO TEST THE FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE ACCELERATION  
– a vs net FORCE 
– a vs MASS (m) 
 
Vo = 0 
D 
Use ruler to 
measure D  
Fnet 
Fg 
tf = _____ 
µ = 0 
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: CONSTANTS: 
CART MASS:(kg) TOTAL MASS: (kg)









SAMPLE DATA TABLE: CONSTANTS: M TOTAL = 0.89
CART MASS:(kg) 0.54 TOTAL MASS: (kg) 0.35
TRIAL m (kg) W of m (N) t (s) d (m) a (m/s^2) M CART M TOTAL
1 0 0 0 1.2 0 0.54 0.89
2 0.05 0.49 2.088 1.2 0.55 0.54 0.89
3 0.1 0.98 1.476 1.2 1.10 0.54 0.89
4 0.15 1.47 1.205 1.2 1.65 0.54 0.89
5 0.2 1.96 1.044 1.2 2.20 0.54 0.89
6 0.25 2.45 0.934 1.2 2.75 0.54 0.89
7 0.3 2.94 0.852 1.2 3.30 0.54 0.89
8 0.35 3.43 0.789 1.2 3.85 0.54 0.89
SAMPLE GRAPHS:











0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
ACCEL VS NET FORCE 
a (m/s^2) 
Linear (a (m/s^2)) 
DATA TABLE: PART B CONSTANTS: 
MASS OF m: (kg) F net (N)=











DATA TABLE: PART B CONSTANTS: 
MASS OF m: (kg) 0.05 F net (N)= 0.49 d = 1.0
TRIAL CART MASS (kg) M  tot 1/M tot t (s) d (m) a (m/s^2) m (kg) F net (N)
1 1 1.05 0.95 2.070 1.0 0.467 0.05 0.49
2 2 2.05 0.49 2.893 1.0 0.239 0.05 0.49
3 3 3.05 0.33 3.528 1.0 0.161 0.05 0.49
4 4 4.05 0.25 4.066 1.0 0.121 0.05 0.49
5 5 5.05 0.20 4.540 1.0 0.097 0.05 0.49
6 6 6.05 0.17 4.969 1.0 0.081 0.05 0.49
7 7 7.05 0.14 5.364 1.0 0.070 0.05 0.49
8 8 8.05 0.12 5.732 1.0 0.061 0.05 0.49
9 9 9.05 0.11 6.078 1.0 0.054 0.05 0.49
10 10 10.05 0.10 6.405 1.0 0.049 0.05 0.49
SAMPLE GRAPHS:












0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ACCEL VS MASS 
a (m/s^2) 
Power (a (m/s^2)) 












0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
ACCEL VS INVERSE OF MASS 
a (m/s^2) 
Linear (a (m/s^2)) 
 
 
      











•TEXT BOX TO TELL STORY OF EACH GRAPH 
•INCLUDE SIGNIFICANCE OF SLOPE OF LINEAR TRENDLINES 
•CONCLUSION 
 
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 5 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY





2 2- 500 g MASSES
3 1- 10g MASS
4 PAPER CLAMPS (~4g)
BACKGROUND/SKETCH:
   
•TO USE AN ATWOOD MACHINE TO DETERMINE THE ACCELERATION  
DUE TO GRAVITY: 
–OF EARTH 




BACKGROUND/SKETCH: ATWOOD MACHINE PROOF







Fnet = M1g – M2g
M1g – M2g = (M1 + M2) a
(M1 – M2) g = (M1 + M2) a
a= g M1 – M2
M1 + M2(   )
Fnet = ma
BHS Physics




a= g M1 – M2
M1 + M2(   )
Theoretical a:







Vf = Vo + at
d = Vot + ½ (at2)
Vf 2 = Vo2 + 2ad
PROCEDURE:
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 1: SOLVE FOR EARTH'S g
(M1+ M2) =  CONSTANT = __________kg g = 9.8
M1 (kg) M2 (kg)
M TOTAL 
(kg)     
(M1+ M2) (M1- M2)
(M1- M2)         







SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 2: SOLVE FOR MOON'S g (INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
(M1+ M2) =  CONSTANT = __________kg g = 1.67
M1 (kg) M2 (kg)
M TOTAL 
(kg)     
(M1+ M2) (M1- M2)
(M1- M2)         







•Set up Atwood machine with 2 equal masses (500g) 
•Add a 10 g mass to one side 
•Clamp 5 paper clips to each side 
–Each clamp is ~4g 
•Release system and clock the time required for heavier mass 
to reach the table top 
•Measure Y, record time 
•Transfer one clamp from one side to the other and repeat 
•Continue trials until all clamps are on one side of system 
 
SAMPLE GRAPHS:
SAMPLE DATA: PART 1: SOLVE FOR EARTH'S g INPUT CONSTANTS
(M1+ M2) =  CONSTANT = __________kg Y (m) = 1
g (m/s^2)= 9.8
M1 (kg) M2 (kg)
M TOTAL 
(kg)     
(M1+ M2) (M1- M2)
(M1- M2)         
(M1+ M2) Y (m) t (s) a (m/s2) g (m/s^2)
0.530 0.520 1.050 0.010 0.010 1.000 4.629 0.093 9.8
0.534 0.516 1.050 0.018 0.017 1.000 3.450 0.168 9.8
0.538 0.512 1.050 0.026 0.025 1.000 2.871 0.243 9.8
0.542 0.508 1.050 0.034 0.032 1.000 2.510 0.317 9.8
0.546 0.504 1.050 0.042 0.040 1.000 2.259 0.392 9.8
0.550 0.500 1.050 0.050 0.048 1.000 2.070 0.467 9.8
SAMPLE DATA: PART 1: SOLVE FOR MOON'S g INPUT CONSTANTS
(M1+ M2) =  CONSTANT = __________kg Y (m) = 1
g (m/s^2)= 1.67
M1 (kg) M2 (kg)
M TOTAL 
(kg)     
(M1+ M2) (M1- M2)
(M1- M2)         
(M1+ M2) Y (m) t (s) a (m/s2) g (m/s^2)
0.530 0.520 1.050 0.010 0.010 1.000 11.214 0.016 1.67
0.534 0.516 1.050 0.018 0.017 1.000 8.358 0.029 1.67
0.538 0.512 1.050 0.026 0.025 1.000 6.954 0.041 1.67
0.542 0.508 1.050 0.034 0.032 1.000 6.082 0.054 1.67
0.546 0.504 1.050 0.042 0.040 1.000 5.472 0.067 1.67








0.000 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.200 




SAMPLE GRAPH: PART 1: EARTH'S g
SLOPE = g 












0.000 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.050 
ATWOOD MACHINE: g OF EARTH 
a (m/s2) 
Linear (a (m/s2)) 
SLOPE = g 











0.000 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.050 
ATWOOD MACHINE: g OF MOON 
a (m/s2) 
Linear (a (m/s2)) 









•TEXT BOX TO TELL STORY OF EACH GRAPH 





a α Mass Ratio
Slope = ?














M1 + M2(    )M1 - M2
a = g M1 - M2
M1 + M2(    )
BHS Physics
a α Mass Ratio
Slope = ?














M1 + M2(    )M1 - M2
a = g M1 - M2
M1 + M2(    )
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 6 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: CIRCULAR MOTION DYNAMICS
GOAL(S):
EQUIPMENT:
1 CIRCULAR MOTION APPARATUS
2 STOPWATCHES
3 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS
BACKGROUND/SKETCH: PART 1: Fc vs V
•1  TO TEST THE FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE 
CENTRIPETAL FORCES REQUIRED FOR CIRCULAR 
MOTION 
–Fc vs SPEED (V) 
–Fc vs MASS (m) 
–Fc vs RADIUS (r)   
 
BACKGROUND/SKETCH: PARTS 2 & 3: IP SIMULATION
PROCEDURES: PART 1:  Fc vs V
PROCEDURE: Part 1: Fc vs V
• MEASURE CONSTANTS:
– MASS (m) OF STOPPER
– RADIUS ( r ) OF MOTION
• SPIN STOPPER WITH UNIFORM CIRCULAR 
MOTION. 
– TIME ATLEAST 10 REVOLUTIONS
– MEASURE Fc WITH SPRING SCALE
• REPEAT WITH ANOTHER UNIFORM SPEED, 
BUT FASTER.  
– MINIMUM OF 5 TRIALS  
PROCEDURES: PART 2:  Fc vs MASS
PROCEDURES: PART 3:  Fc vs RADIUS
PROCEDURE: Part 2: Fc vs m
• CREATE AN IP SIMULATION OF AN OVERHEAD 
VIEW OF A  MASS ON A FRICTIONLESS SURFACE
– TURN OFF GRAVITY
– CREATE MASS
– ATTACH A ROPE TO MASS OF A GIVEN LENGTH WHICH 
WILL DETERMINE RADIUS




– RUN SIMULATION, RECORD TENSION 
– MEASURE TENSION IN ROPE
– CHANGE MASS AND REPEAT FOR 8 TRIALS
PROCEDURE: Part 3: Fc vs r
• USE THE SAME IP SIMULATION OF AN 
OVERHEAD VIEW OF A  MASS ON A 
FRICTIONLESS SURFACE
– SELECT AND RECORD CONSTANTS:
• MASS
• SPEED
– RUN SIMULATION, RECORD TENSION 
– SHORTEN THE ROPE TO A NEW RADIUS
– RUN SIMULATION AND RECORD TENSION 
– REPEAT FOR 8 TRIALS
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 1: Fc vs V
CONSTANTS: MASS (kg) R (m)
TIME FOR PERIOD SPEED (m/s) SCALE









SAMPLE DATA: PART 1: Fc vs V
CONSTANTS: MASS (kg) 0.05 R (m) 0.3
TIME FOR PERIOD SPEED (m/s) SCALE MASS RADIUS
TRIAL  10 REV (S) T (s/rev) C (m) V = C/T V2 (m2/s2) Fc (N) (kg) (m)
1 0.00 0.00 1.88 0.00 0.00 0 0.05 0.3
2 10.88 1.09 1.88 1.73 3.00 0.5 0.05 0.3
3 7.70 0.77 1.88 2.45 6.00 1 0.05 0.3
4 6.28 0.63 1.88 3.00 9.00 1.5 0.05 0.3
5 5.44 0.54 1.88 3.46 12.00 2 0.05 0.3
6 4.87 0.49 1.88 3.87 15.00 2.5 0.05 0.3
7 4.44 0.44 1.88 4.24 18.00 3 0.05 0.3
8 4.11 0.41 1.88 4.58 21.00 3.5 0.05 0.3
SAMPLE GRAPH: PART 1: Fc vs V
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SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 2: Fc vs MASS(INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
CONSTANTS: RADIUS= SPEED (m/s)









SAMPLE DATA: PART 2: Fc vs MASS(INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
CONSTANTS: RADIUS= 5 SPEED (m/s) 8
TRIAL MASS (kg) Fc (N) RADIUS (m) SPEED (m/s)
1 1 12.8 5 8
2 1.5 19.2 5 8
3 2 25.6 5 8
4 2.5 32 5 8
5 3 38.4 5 8
6 3.5 44.8 5 8
7 4 51.2 5 8
8 4.5 57.6 5 8
SAMPLE GRAPHS: PART 2: Fc vs MASS(INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
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SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 3: Fc vs RADIUS (INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
CONSTANTS: MASS (kg) SPEED (m/s)









SAMPLE DATA: PART 3: Fc vs RADIUS (INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
CONSTANTS: MASS (kg) 2 SPEED (m/s) 4
TRIAL RADIUS (m) 1/RADIUS Fc (N) MASS (kg) SPEED (m/s)
1 1 1.00 32.00 2 4
2 1.5 0.67 21.33 2 4
3 2 0.50 16.00 2 4
4 2.5 0.40 12.80 2 4
5 3 0.33 10.67 2 4
6 3.5 0.29 9.14 2 4
7 4 0.25 8.00 2 4
8 4.5 0.22 7.11 2 4
SAMPLE GRAPHS: PART 3: Fc vs RADIUS(INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
SAMPLE GRAPHS: PART 3: Fc vs RADIUS(INTERACTIVE PHYSICS)
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• TEXT BOX TO TELL STORY OF EACH GRAPH
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LAB # 7 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: ROLLERCOASTER ENERGY AUDIT
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY
GOAL(S):
1 TO ACCOUNT FOR THE MECHANICAL ENERGY OF A BALL ROLLING ON THE COASTER
EQUIPMENT:
1 CPO ROLLERCOASTER TRACKS WITH STEEL MARBLE




1 MEASURE THE HEIGHT OF THE TRACK (Y) ABOVE THE BASELINE AT .1m INTERVALS IN THE X
2 POSITION THE PHOTOGATE TIMER AT SUCCESSIVE .1 m MARKS FOR EACH TRIAL
3 RELEASE THE MARBLE FROM THE TOP OF THE TRACK, RECORD TIME OF BEAM INTERRUPTION
4 REPEAT TRIALS UNTIL PHOTOGATE HAS REACHED THE END OF THE TRACK 
PROCEDURES: PART 2: I.P.
1 CERATE AN IP SIM AND REPEAT EXPERIMENT
TABLE OF CONSTANTS: 
MASS OF BALL = ________kg 
DIA OF BALL = __________ m 
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: MASS kg 0.0082 DIA (m) = 0.019













SAMPLE DATA: MASS kg 0.0082 DIA (m) = 0.019
X (m) h (m) PE (J) t photo(s) V (m/s) KE tran ω (rad/s) KE rot Etotal E friction
0 0.43 0.0346 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0346 0.0000
0.1 0.38 0.0305 0.0214 0.8879 0.0032 93.4579 0.0000 0.0346 0.0008
0.2 0.27 0.0217 0.0113 1.6814 0.0116 176.9912 0.0001 0.0346 0.0012
0.3 0.2 0.0161 0.0097 1.9588 0.0157 206.1856 0.0002 0.0346 0.0026
0.4 0.2 0.0161 0.0099 1.9192 0.0151 202.0202 0.0002 0.0346 0.0032
0.5 0.23 0.0185 0.0105 1.8095 0.0134 190.4762 0.0001 0.0346 0.0025
0.6 0.32 0.0257 0.0178 1.0674 0.0047 112.3596 0.0000 0.0346 0.0041
0.7 0.34 0.0273 0.0215 0.8837 0.0032 93.0233 0.0000 0.0346 0.0040
0.8 0.3 0.0241 0.0143 1.3287 0.0072 139.8601 0.0001 0.0346 0.0031
0.9 0.2 0.0161 0.0107 1.7757 0.0129 186.9159 0.0001 0.0346 0.0054
1 0.12 0.0096 0.0098 1.9388 0.0154 204.0816 0.0002 0.0346 0.0093
1.1 0 0.0000 0.0090 2.1111 0.0183 222.2222 0.0002 0.0346 0.0161
LAB REPORT WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
1 ABSTRACT
2 SKETCH WITH SAMPLE CALCS
3 DATA TABLE
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SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 2:IP MASS kg g =













SAMPLE DATA: PART 2:IP MASS kg 3 g = 2 ho= 5
POSITION X (m) h (m) PE (J) V (m/s) KE (J) Etotal ME lost MASS g ho
1 0 5 30 0.00 0 30 0 3 2 5
2 1 4.2 25.2 1.79 4.8 30 0 3 2 5
3 2 3.2 19.2 2.68 10.8 30 0 3 2 5
4 3 2.4 14.4 3.22 15.6 30 0 3 2 5
5 4 1.4 8.4 3.79 21.6 30 0 3 2 5
6 5 2.9 17.4 2.90 12.6 30 0 3 2 5
7 6 3.6 21.6 2.37 8.4 30 0 3 2 5
8 7 4.7 28.2 1.10 1.8 30 0 3 2 5
9 8 3.2 19.2 2.68 10.8 30 0 3 2 5
10 9 1.7 10.2 3.63 19.8 30 0 3 2 5
11 10 0.6 3.6 4.20 26.4 30 0 3 2 5
12 11 0 0 4.47 30 30 0 3 2 5
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LAB # 8A © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: PLANETARY MOTION:  KEPLER'S 1ST & 2ND LAWS
GOAL(S):
1 TO TEST KEPER'S 1ST AND 2ND LAWS
A) PLANET'S ORBITAL SHAPES ARE ELIPSES
B) EQUAL AREAS ARE SWEPT OUT IN EQUAL TIMES
2 VISIT NASA WEBSITE OF SATELLITE DATA
EQUIPMENT:
1 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS 
BACKGROUND/SKETCH: PART A: KEPLER'S FIRST & SECOND LAW





A 1 ~ A2 ~ A3 
SAMPLE IP SIMULATION:  PART A:  KEPLER'S FIRST & SECOND LAW
PROCEDURES: PART A; KEPLER'S FIRST & SECOND LAW
1 OPEN A NEW IP SIMULATION. SET THE VIEW SIZE TO ABOUT 20 m. TURN ON GRID, AXIS, RULER.  
2 SET GRAVITY TO PLANETARY WITH G = 5
3 BUILD A SUN OF MASS OF 4 kg.  POSITION AT ORIGIN WITH A PIN JOINT.  
4 SET VΘ = 18 DEGREES/SEC  (I DAY = 20 SEC).    
5 BUILD A SATELLITE OF MASS = 1g. POSITION SATELLITE WITH AN ORBITAL RADIUS OF 3 m.   
6 TRY DIFFERENT ORBITAL SPEEDS TO PRODUCE AN ELIPTICAL ORBIT.
7 TURN ON TRACKING, SUGGESTED AT 1EVERY 32 FRAMES.
8 RUN SIMULATION WITH TRACKING FOR ONE REVOLUTION.  
9 PRINT SCREEN.  COPY AND PASTE INTO EXCEL LAB REPORT.  
10 CROP & RESIZE BUT DO NOT STRETCH IMAGE EITHER WAY
11 CONSTRUCT 3 TRIANGLES USING DRAWING TOOLS
12 MEASURE AREAS OF TRIANGLES ON PRINTOUT
BHS Physics
Kepler’s Laws of Planet Motion
• FIRST:
– Planets move in eliptical orbits about the sun
– Sun located at one of the focus pts. of elipse
• SECOND:
– Equal area scribed by planet in equal times




INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 8 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: PLANETARY MOTION:  KEPLER'S LAWS
GOAL(S):
1 TO TEST KEPER'S THREE LAWS
A) PLANET'S ORBITAL SHAPES ARE ELIPSES
EQUAL AREAS ARE SWEPT OUT IN EQUAL TIMES
B) THE SQUARE OF THE PERIOD OF REVOLUTION IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE ORBITAL RADIUS^3
(T^2 α R^3)
EQUIPMENT:
1 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS 
BACKGROUND/SKETCH: PART A: KEPLER'S FIRST & SECOND LAW





A 1 ~ A2 ~ A3 
SAMPLE IP SIMULATION:  PART A:  KEPLER'S FIRST & SECOND LAW
PROCEDURES: PART A; KEPLER'S FIRST & SECOND LAW
1 OPEN A NEW IP SIMULATION. SET THE VIEW SIZE TO ABOUT 20 m. TURN ON GRID, AXIS, RULER.  
2 SET GRAVITY TO PLANETARY WITH G = 5
3 BUILD A SUN OF MASS OF 4 kg.  POSITION AT ORIGIN WITH A PIN JOINT.  
4 SET VΘ = 18 DEGREES/SEC  (I DAY = 20 SEC).    
5 BUILD A SATELLITE OF MASS = 1g. POSITION SATELLITE WITH AN ORBITAL RADIUS OF 3 m.   
6 TRY DIFFERENT ORBITAL SPEEDS TO PRODUCE AN ELIPTICAL ORBIT.
7 TURN ON TRACKING, SUGGESTED AT 1EVERY 32 FRAMES.
8 RUN SIMULATION WITH TRACKING FOR ONE REVOLUTION.  
9 PRINT SCREEN.  COPY AND PASTE INTO EXCEL LAB REPORT.  
10 CROP & RESIZE BUT DO NOT STRETCH IMAGE EITHER WAY
11 CONSTRUCT 3 TRIANGLES USING DRAWING TOOLS
12 MEASURE AREAS OF TRIANGLES ON PRINTOUT
SAMPLE IP SIMULATION:  PART B:  KEPLER'S THIRD LAW
PROCEDURES: PART B ; KEPLER'S THIRD
1 MODIFY THE SAME IP SIMULATION USED IN PART A 
TO CREATE YOUR VIRTUAL SOLAR SYSTEM
2 DUPLICATE THE SATELLITE AND POSITION EACH AT A GIVEN ORBITAL RADIUS.
3 CREATE THE CLOCK
4 CALCULATE THE ORBITAL SPEED NEEDED BY EACH SATELLITE.
5 DETERMINE THE GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE RADIUS & SPEED
6 CLOCK THE ORBITAL PERIOD OF EACH SATELLITE AND RECORD ON DATA TABLE
7 PLOT GRAPHS OF T vs R AND T^2 vs R^3
SAMPLE IP SIMULATION:  PART B:  KEPLER'S THIRD LASAMPLE GRAPHS:
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART B ; KEPLER'S THIRD







SAMPLE DATA: PART B ; KEPLER'S THIRD CONSTANTS
SAT NAME R (m) R3 (m3) V (m/s) T(s) T2 (s2) G M(kg) t/DAY(s) K
PEE WEE 1 1 4.47 1.40 1.97 5 4 30 1.97
ROCKY 2 8 3.16 3.97 15.79 5 4 30 1.97
ICY 3 27 2.58 7.30 53.30 5 4 30 1.97
PLUTO 4 64 2.24 11.24 126.33 5 4 30 1.97
MOON 5 125 2.00 15.71 246.74 5 4 30 1.97
GEOSYNC 7.68 453.16 1.61 29.91 894.51 5 4 30 1.97
SAMPLE GRAPHS: PART B ; KEPLER'S THIRD
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WITH SLOPE VALUE, SOLVE FOR π  
LAB REPORT WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
1 ABSTRACT: BACKGROUND & METHOD
2 PRINTOUT OF I.P. KEPLER'S SECOND LAW WITH TRIANGLES
SHOW AREAS OF TRIANGLES ON PRINTOUT
3 PRINTOUT OF I.P. KEPLER'S THIRD WITH PROOF OF THIRD LAW EQUATION
4 DATA TABLE
5 GRAPHS WITH ANALYSIS
6 CONCLUSION
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 9 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: BALLISTIC PENDULUM
GOAL(S):
1 TO USE A BALLISTIC PENDULUM TO DETERMINE MUZZLE VELOCITY OF A MARBLE LAUNCHER
2 TO DETERMINE THE KE LOST IN THE COLLISION
3 TO SIMULATE A BALLISTIC PENDULUM AND COMPARE RESULTS.
EQUIPMENT:
1 BALLISTIC PENDULUM (HOMEMADE)
2 MARBLE LAUNCHER WITH PHOTOGATE TIMER 0.077
BACKGROUND/SKETCH: 0.028
0.650
INPUT DATA TO TABLE 1
M (kg) 0.077 KE  = PE
m(kg) 0.028 1/2 mv^2 = (M+m) Vf^2
L=(m) 0.650 Vf= (2gh)^.5
h = L-Y
COS T = Y/L Po = Pf
Y = L cos Θ mvo = (M+m) Vf
h = L - L cos Θ vo = ((M=m)/m)* (2gh)^.5





1 SHOOT THE PROJECTILE INTO THE BALLISTIC PENDULUM WITH PHOTOGATE TIMER IN PLACE
2 MEASURE THE MAXIMUM ANGLE OF DEFLECTION OF THE PENDULUM
3 REPEAT FOR ALL FIVE NOTCHES OF THE LAUNCHER
4 RECORD PHOTOGATE TIME TO DETERMINE V PHOTO
5 BUILD AN I.P. BALLISTIC PENDULUM TO SPECIFICATIONS = TO REAL PENDULUM LISTED ABOVE
6 REPEAT THE EXPERIMENT USING A SIMULATION OF THE ACTUAL PENDULUM AND LAUNCHER
7 COMPARE RESULTS FOR EACH  
LAB REPORT WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
1 SKETCH AND PROOF OF BALLISTIC PENDULUM EQUATION





SAMPLE DATA TABLE: (REAL BALLISTIC PENDULUM)
CONSTANTS: M (kg) = 0.077 m (kg) = 0.028 L (m) = 0.65 dia (m) = 0.019






SAMPLE DATA TABLE: (I.P. BALLISTIC PENDULUM)
CONSTANTS: M (kg) = m (kg) = L (m) =






SAMPLE DATA TABLE 1: diameter = .019 m
NOTCH t(s) V photo Θ MAX COS Θ L COS Θ h (m) Vf (m/s) Pf = Po Vo PEND Vo % dev
1 0.0090 2.111 12.813 0.975 0.634 0.016 0.563 0.059 2.111 0.000
2 0.0064 2.969 18.056 0.951 0.618 0.032 0.792 0.083 2.969 0.000
3 0.0051 3.725 22.713 0.923 0.600 0.050 0.993 0.104 3.725 0.000
4 0.0043 4.419 27.012 0.891 0.579 0.071 1.178 0.124 4.419 0.000
5 0.0036 5.278 32.396 0.845 0.549 0.101 1.407 0.148 5.278 0.000
SAMPLE DATA TABLE 2:
NOTCH t(s) V photo Θ MAX COS Θ L COS Θ h (m) Vf (m/s) Pf = Po Vo PEND Vo % dev
1 0.003 6.000 12.231 0.977 3.909 0.091 1.333 6.000 6.000 0.000
2 0.003 8.000 16.332 0.960 3.839 0.161 1.778 8.000 8.000 0.000
3 0.002 10.000 20.455 0.937 3.748 0.252 2.222 10.000 10.000 0.000
4 0.002 12.000 24.604 0.909 3.637 0.363 2.667 12.000 12.000 0.000
5 0.001 14.000 28.786 0.877 3.506 0.494 3.111 14.000 14.000 0.000
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: (REAL BALLISTIC PENDULUM)
CONSTANTS: M (kg) = m (kg) =






SAMPLE DATA TABLE: (I.P. BALLISTIC PENDULUM)
CONSTANTS: M (kg) = m (kg) =






SAMPLE DATA TABLE 1: diameter = .019 m
TRIAL KE MARBLE (J) KE CATCHER (J) KE LOST (J) %KE LOST
1 0.062 0.017 0.046 73.3%
2 0.123 0.033 0.090 73.3%
3 0.194 0.052 0.142 73.3%
4 0.273 0.073 0.200 73.3%
5 0.390 0.104 0.286 73.3%
SAMPLE DATA TABLE 2:
TRIAL KE MARBLE (J) KE CATCHER (J) KE LOST (J) %KE LOST M (kg) m (kg)
1 18.000 4.000 14.000 77.8% 3.500 1.000
2 32.000 7.111 24.889 77.8% 3.500 1.000
3 50.000 11.111 38.889 77.8% 3.500 1.000
4 72.000 16.000 56.000 77.8% 3.500 1.000
5 98.000 21.778 76.222 77.8% 3.500 1.000
SAMPLE GRAPHS:
SLOPE =(M+m)/m= 3.75
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INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 10
TITLE: CONSERVATION OF P:  1 DIM COLLISIONS
GOAL(S):
1 TO VERIFY THAT MOMENTUM IS CONSERVED IN ONE DIMENSIONAL COLLISIONS
2 TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH KINETIC ENERGY IS LOST IN INELASTIC COLLISIONS
EQUIPMENT:
1 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS SIMULATION
BACKGROUND/SKETCH:
PROCEDURES:
1 HAVE STUDENTS CREATE THEIR OWN AIR TRACK SYSTEM AS ABOVE
2 SET ELASTICITY AT 1.O FOR EACH CART AT START.  
3 RUN SEVERAL TRIALS AND CALCULATE INITIAL AND FINAL MOMENTUM OF SYSTEM
4 DRAW INITIAL AND FINAL MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW SKETCH OF EACH COLLISION
5 CALCULATE KINETIC ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM BEFORE AND AFTER FOR EACH COLLISION
6 REPEAT FOR ELASTICITY AT ZERO, THEN WITH ELASTICITY AT .5
AP PHYSICS B NAME ___________________________________________
CLASS ACTIVITY WORKSHEET PERIOD _____________ DATE ___________________
CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM: 1-D COLLISIONS
INSTRUCTIONS: FOR EACH COLLISION ILLUSTRATED BELOW, CALCULATE THE INITIAL MOMENTUM 
AND KINETIC ENERGY OF EACH CART.  RUN THE SIMULATION AND RECORD FINAL VELOCITIES.
CALCULATE THE FINAL MOMENTUM AND KINETIC ENERGY OF EACH CART.  CHECK TO SEE IF 
MOMETUM IS CONSERVED.  DETERMINE WHAT PERCENT OF THE KINETIC ENERGY IS LOST.
PART 1: PERFECT ELASTIC COLLISIONS:  LET ELASTICITY OF A AND B = 1.0
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 1 A B TOTAL TRIAL 1 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 2 2 -------- MASS (kg) 2 2 --------
V (m/s) 4 0 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 2 A B TOTAL TRIAL 2 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 2 2 -------- MASS (kg) 2 2 --------
V (m/s) 2 -2 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
Va 
Vb = 0 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
AP PHYSICS B NAME ___________________________________________
CLASS ACTIVITY WORKSHEET PERIOD _____________ DATE ___________________
PART 1: PERFECT ELASTIC COLLISIONS (CONTINUED)  LET ELASTICITY OF A AND B = 1.0
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 3 A B TOTAL TRIAL 3 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 2 4 -------- MASS (kg) 2 4 --------
V (m/s) 4 1 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 4 A B TOTAL TRIAL 4 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 4 2 -------- MASS (kg) 4 2 --------
V (m/s) 3 1 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
AP PHYSICS B NAME ___________________________________________
CLASS ACTIVITY WORKSHEET PERIOD _____________ DATE ___________________
PART 2: INELASTIC COLLISIONS: LET ELASTICITY OF A AND B = 0
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 5 A B TOTAL TRIAL 5 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 2 2 -------- MASS (kg) 2 2 --------
V (m/s) 4 0 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 6 A B TOTAL TRIAL 6 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 4 2 -------- MASS (kg) 4 2 --------
V (m/s) 3 1 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
AP PHYSICS B NAME ___________________________________________
CLASS ACTIVITY WORKSHEET PERIOD _____________ DATE ___________________
PART 2: INELASTIC COLLISIONS:(CONTINUED) LET ELASTICITY OF A AND B = 0
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 7 A B TOTAL TRIAL 7 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 2 2 -------- MASS (kg) 2 2 --------
V (m/s) 2 -4 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 8 A B TOTAL TRIAL 8 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 4 2 -------- MASS (kg) 4 2 --------
V (m/s) 3 -2 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
AP PHYSICS B NAME ___________________________________________
CLASS ACTIVITY WORKSHEET PERIOD _____________ DATE ___________________
PART 3: INELASTIC COLLISIONS: LET ELASTICITY OF A AND B = .5
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 9 A B TOTAL TRIAL 9 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 2 2 -------- MASS (kg) 2 2 --------
V (m/s) 2 -4 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 10 A B TOTAL TRIAL 10 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) 4 2 -------- MASS (kg) 4 2 --------
V (m/s) 3 -2 -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
AP PHYSICS B NAME ___________________________________________
CLASS ACTIVITY WORKSHEET PERIOD _____________ DATE ___________________
PART 3: INELASTIC COLLISIONS: (CONTINUED) LET ELASTICITY OF A AND B = .5
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 11 A B TOTAL TRIAL 11 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) -------- MASS (kg) --------
V (m/s) -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
BEFORE COLLISION AFTER COLLISION
INITIAL CONDITIONS FINAL CONDITIONS
TRIAL 12 A B TOTAL TRIAL 12 A B TOTAL
MASS (kg) -------- MASS (kg) --------
V (m/s) -------- V (m/s) --------
P (kgm/s) P (kgm/s)
K.E. (J) K.E. (J)
SHOW MOMENTUM VECTORS BELOW:
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
                     
CART A 
 
                
CART B  
 
                   
CART A 
 
                
CART B 
 
AP B PHYSICS BRIGHTON HIGH SCHOOL
CA# 16
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 11 TITLE: SHM KINEMATICS: BUNGIE JUMPER ANALYSIS
GOAL(S):
1 TO PRODUCE GRAPHS OF SHM (X vs t, V vs t, a vs t)
2 TO LEARN HOW THE GRAPHS ARE RELATED TO EACH OTHER
EQUIPMENT:
1 MASS/SPRING
2 IP SIMULATION: BUNGIE JUMPER SHM
BACKGROUND/SKETCH:
PROCEDURES:
1 HAVE STUDENTS SKETCH MOTION GRAPH AXIS IN THEIR NOTEBOOKS ON A SINGLE PAGE
2 ESTABLISH CONVENTIONS: UP = +, DOWN = -, Y = 0 AT  EQUILIBRIUM POSITION, Yo = TOP
3 LET "CLOCK" START WHEN MASS IS RELEASED AT HIGHEST POING
4 SET MASS/SPRING. ALSO SHOW SIMULATION WITHOUT PLOTS SHOWN.  BEGIN DISCUSSION
SAMPLE GRAPHS:
CLASS ACTIVITY WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
NO WRITE-UP REQUIRED.  ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO DOWNLOAD IP SIM FROM WEBSITE FOR 
FURTHER ANALYSIS.
INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 12 © BRIGHTON CENTRAL SCHOOLS, ROCHESTER, NY
TITLE: COULOMB'S LAW
GOAL(S): PART 1: Fe vs R
1 TO TEST THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTROSTATIC FORCE VS DISTANCE (Fe vs D)
EQUIPMENT:
1 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS SIMULATION (SEE: AP LAB ELECTRO)
BACKGROUND/SKETCH:
Tx = T sin Θ 
Ty = T cos Θ
ΣFx = 0
Tx = Fe = T sin Θ
ΣFy = 0
mg = Ty = T cos Θ
T =mg/cos Θ
Fe =(mg/cos Θ)sin Θ
X/Y= tan Θ)
Fe =mg tan Θ)
CONSTANTS:
Qa = 1.00E-04 C
Qb = 1.00E-04 C
Ma = 0.5 kg
L = 5 m
PROCEDURES:
1 CONSTRUCT SIMULATIONS TO SPECIFICATIONS ABOVE
2 FOR EACH TRIAL, SET THE INITIAL POS X OF BALL B AND RUN







SET POS Y: = body [1].p.y 
D 
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 1










TRIAL Xo BALL B R (m) 1/R^2 D (m) Y (m) tan Θ (D/Y) Fe (N)
1 1 3.74 0.0715 2.74 4.182 0.655 3.21
2 1.5 4 0.0625 2.5 4.330 0.577 2.83
3 2 4.26 0.0551 2.26 4.460 0.507 2.48
4 2.5 4.54 0.0485 2.04 4.565 0.447 2.19
5 3 4.83 0.0429 1.83 4.653 0.393 1.93
6 3.5 5.14 0.0379 1.64 4.723 0.347 1.70
7 4 5.47 0.0334 1.47 4.779 0.308 1.51
8 4.5 5.81 0.0296 1.31 4.825 0.271 1.33
9 5 6.17 0.0263 1.17 4.861 0.241 1.18
10 5.5 6.55 0.0233 1.05 4.889 0.215 1.05
SAMPLE GRAPHS:









0 2 4 6 8 
ELECTROSTATIC FORCE VS RADIUS 
Fe (N) 
Power (Fe (N)) 
y = 45.081x - 0.0018 
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GOAL(S): PART : Fe vs Q
1 TO TEST THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTROSTATIC FORCE VS CHARGE (Fe vs Q)
EQUIPMENT:
1 INTERACTIVE PHYSICS SIMULATION (SEE: AP LAB ELECTRO PART B)
BACKGROUND/SKETCH:
Tx 
Ty = T cos Θ
ΣFx = 0
Tx = Fe = T sin Θ
ΣFy = 0
mg = Ty = T cos Θ
T =mg/cos Θ
Fe =(mg/cos Θ)sin Θ
X/Y= tan Θ)







1 CONSTRUCT SIMULATIONS TO SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN
2 FOR EACH TRIAL, SET THE INITIAL CHARGE OF BALL B AND RUN







SET POS Y: = body [1].p.y 
SET POS X: = body[1].p.x+d 
D 
SAMPLE DATA TABLE: PART 1










TRIAL Q BALL B R (m) D (m) Y (m) tan Q (D/Y) Fe (N)
1 1.00E-04 4 2.49 4.336 0.5743 2.81
2 2.00E-04 4 3.77 3.284 1.1479 5.62
3 3.00E-04 4 4.32 2.517 1.7160 8.41
4 4.00E-04 4 4.58 2.006 2.2833 11.19
5 5.00E-04 4 4.72 1.650 2.8611 14.02
6 6.00E-04 4 4.80 1.400 3.4286 16.80
7 7.00E-04 4 4.85 1.216 3.9900 19.55
8 8.00E-04 4 4.89 1.043 4.6883 22.97
SAMPLE GRAPHS:
LAB REPORT WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
1 ABSTRACT
2 SKETCH WITH ALL FORCE VECTORS & PROOF OF Fe = mg tan Θ
3 DATA TABLES
4 GRAPHS: WITH SLOPE ANALYSIS 
y = 28423x - 0.1179 
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INTERACTIVE PHYSICS CMST SUMMER INSTITUTE
LAB # 13
TITLE: ELECTRIC FIELD MAPPING
GOAL(S):
EQUIPMENT:




FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
PURPOSE:  TO MAP THE ELECTRIC FIELD LINES AND EQUIPOTENTIALS FOR 
DIFFERENT CONDUCTOR SHAPES. 
BACKGROUND:   ELECTRIC FIELDS CAN BE REPRESENTED IN ONE OF TWO 
DIFFERENT WAYS. ELECTRIC FIELD LINES OF FORCE ARE LINES DRAWN FROM A 
CHARGED OBJECT WHICH, BY CONVENTION, POINT IN THE DIRECTION OF THE 
ELECTROSTATIC FORCE WHICH WOULD BE EXERTED ON A POSITIVE TEST CHARGE 
PLACED IN THE V ACINITY OF THE CHARGED OBJECT. THE ELECTRIC FIELD OF A 
POSITIVE POINT CHARGE IS SHOWN BELOW IN FIGURE 1. THE RELATIVE FIELD 
STRENGTH IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE CONCENTRATION OF THE FIELD LINES. 
ELECTRIC FIELD LINES ARE DIFFICULT TO MEASURE. 
 
THE SECOND WAY TO REPRESENT AN ELECTRIC FIELD IS WITH EQUIPOTENTIAL 
LINES. THEY ARE, AS THEIR NAME IMPLIES, LINES DRAWN AROUND A CHARGED 
OBJECT, THAT CONNECT POINTS OF EQUAL POTENTIAL. THEY ARE ANALAGOUS TO 
CONTOUR LINES ON A TOPOGRAPHIC MAP WHICH CONNECT POINTS OF EQUAL 
ELEVATION. EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES GIVE US THE 
"CONTOUR"OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD. EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES FOR A POSITIVE POINT 
CHARGE ARE REPRESENTED IN FIGURE 2. THE DENSITY OF THE EQUIPOTENTIAL 
LINES IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE FIELD STRENGTH. THE CHANGE IN POTENTIAL 
FROM ONE LINE TO THE NEXT WOULD BE CONSTANT, FOR EXAMPLE 2 V. THIS IS 
ANALAGOUS TO THE CONTOUR INTERVAL OF A TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. UNLIKE 
ELECTRIC FIELD LINES, EQUIPOTENTIALS ARE EASY TO PLOT USING A VOLTMETER. 
  
PROCEDURES:
1. OBTAIN A SHEET OF CONDUCTIVE GRAPHITE PAPER WHICH HAS ONE OF THE 




2. FIGURE 3 SHOWS HOW THE EOUIPOTENTIALS WILL BE MAPPED. METAL PINS WILL 
BE USED TO CONNECT ONE TERMINAL OFTHE POWER SUPPLY TO EACH OF THE 
ELECTRODES ON THE PAPER. THE ELECTRODE THAT IS CONNECTED TO THE BLACK 
TERMINAL OF YOUR POWER SUPPLY WILL BE HELD AT ZERO VOLTS. THE 




3. SET THE DIGITAL MULTIMETER TO DC VOLTAGE. CONNECT THE NEGATIVE 
(BLACK) LEAD OF YOUR MUL TIMETER TO THE ZERO POTENTIAL ELECTRODE. 
TOUCH THE RED LEAD OF YOUR VOLTMETER TO THE OTHER ELECTRODE. ADJUST 
THE VOLTAGE OF YOUR POWER SUPPLY TO A CONVENIENT LEVEL (1 0 VOLTS). 
 
4. NOW USE THE POSITIVE LEAD OF YOUR VOLTMETER AS A PROBE TO MEASURE 
POTENTIALS BETWEEN THE TWO ELECTRODES. BE GENTLE!! TOUCH THE PAPER 
SOFTLY WITH YOUR PROBE BEING CAREFUL NOT TO SCRATCH OR POKE THE 
PAPER. THE BEST METHOD FOR MAPPING EOUIPOTENTIAL LINES IS TO PICK A 
VOLTAGE, SAY 8 VOLTS, AND FIND 10 TO 12 POINTS ON YOUR PAPER AT THAT 
POTENTIAL RECORD THESE LOCATIONS ON A SHEET OF GRAPH PAPER 
CALIBRATED TO THE SAME SCALE. NOW CONNECT THE DOTSII THE LINE YOU HAVE 
DRAWN IS THE 8 VOLT EOUIPOTENTIAL FOR THAT FIELD. 
  
 
5. REPEAT THE PROCEDURE FOR YOUR NEXT POTENTIAL. THE RECOMMENDED 
POTENTIAL INTERVAL IS 2 VOLTS. 
  
 
6. AFTER THE EOUIPOTENTIALS ARE DRAWN, SKETCH THE ELECTRIC FIELD LINES 
OF FORCE MAKING SURE THAT WHERE FIELD LINES AND EOUIPOTENTIALS 
INTERSECT, THEY DO SO PERPENDICULAR TO EACH OTHER. THE FIELD LINES 




7. REPEAT THIS PROCEDURE FOR ATLEAST ONE OTHER PATTERN. 
 
FIGURE 3:
CLASS ACTIVITY WRITE-UP REQUIREMENTS:
STUDENTS SHOULD HAND IN COMPLETED MAPS WITH EQUIPOTENTIALS AND ELECTRIC
LINES OF FORCE
RECOMMENDED PATTERNS: 
1)  2 POINT SOURCE
2)  PARALLEL PLATES
+ 
V 
- 
CONDUCTIVE PAPER 
PROBE 
ELECTRODES LEAD 



